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The House That Crack Built
Rains lead to leaky roofs, cracks on walls of houses in Mutrajpally R&R Colony; residents miffed over govt’s apathy ...
Floor of 2BHK house in resettlement colony near Gajwel cracks, sinks into earth
Ever wonder what happened to the artist’s 85-foot stairwell, sold at auction? It’s at the Museum of Contemporary Art Denver — sliced and diced and on
loan from a collector.
Reconnecting With Keith Haring’s Grace House Mural (in 13 Pieces)
Local government announced on Wednesday morning that the rescue efforts at the collapsed hotel in East China's Jiangsu Province are over. Of the 23
people that were trapped, 17 died and six are in ...
17 killed and six rescued in E China's hotel collapse; Local residents say the hotel had cracks three years ago
He said: "We built the house in 2003, it's a big enough dormer, 2,400 square feet. We noticed all the cracks starting in 2014/15, I didn't know what it was.
"I'm five miles into county Sligo and ...
We're facing our home being demolished: family's house full of cracks because of pyrite
“My house was built in 2001 and then my father-in-law first noticed the cracks in 2011 but it’s the last three or four years that all the side blocks and
everything have fallen off the house.
Woman whose late husband built family home with mica-infected bricks says ‘he’d be devastated’ to see it now
The house, built in 1987 by today’s 76-year-old Suljo Imamovi?, did not withstand the force of the constantly moving ground. Threatening cracks, which
run across the walls even after many years ...
The new is better and safer
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The Detroit Lakes homeowners received a brand new front entry door recently, at no cost to them, replacing an old door that would let in cold air and could
be hard to open and close.
Steinke family calls 'Shut the Front Door!' contest win 'a blessing to us'
Overreliance on the world’s favorite building material will lead to more crumbling towers, dams, bridges, and roads.
Florida’s Condo Collapse Foreshadows a Concrete Crack-Up
US start-up Wagr is the latest company to try and solve social sports betting. Will it have any more success than its predecessors?
Can Anyone Crack The Social Sports Betting Code In US?
Many people move to Arizona from rainy, gray, dismal climates to enjoy the blue skies, mild winter temperatures, and extended outdoor living. Then they
get settled and experience their first ...
Rosie on the House: In the shade, summer can be enjoyable
“I think my house was built in 2004 but I bought it in 2007. It was within ten years I was seeing cracks.” From there, things got increasingly worse for
Valerie Smyth as she noticed dampness ...
'It's just been years of crying, hatred, feeling angry': Three mica homeowners share their stories
President Joe Biden told Russian President Vladimir Putin in a Friday phone call that he must “take action” against cybercriminals acting in his country and
that the U.S.
Biden tells Putin Russia must crack down on cybercriminals
“Everyone’s in dire straits in Donegal,” Frank McBrearty Snr said about the escalating mica scandal from his home in Raphoe, which is beginning to show
cracks. “It’s not just private ...
'Houses are crumbling around families' – the mica crisis laid bare
A Dayton couple said it wasn’t just the extreme heat in Yamhill County that shocked them. They were rattled by something else.
‘Did you just feel that?’: Dayton road buckles in extreme heat
In light of Pennsylvania Attorney General Josh Shapiro’s investigation of Luzerne County Children and Youth, we need to ask some very important followup questions. It is absolutely shocking and dishe ...
Where are the 217 children of Luzerne County now?
THE GO-DEVIL was supposed to die a long time ago. It was too fast. Too dangerous. You couldn’t control it, couldn’t stop it. It would split a man’s head
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open ...
The devil on Pikes Peak
"It's a real movement, and it's still rising," said Rep. Ronny Jackson, a Texas Republican elected in 2020 who was Trump's White House doctor.
Trump alumni are now embedded in the Capitol Hill establishment, keeping the MAGA flame alive
A monthslong USA TODAY investigation uncovered two dozen schools with alleged connections to prostitution or fraud, or both.
Fake diplomas. Prostitution arrests. Forged documents. Massage schools accused of feeding illegal business in the US.
General Motors, (GM) playing catchup to its upstart rival, brings back the legendary Hummer name on an electric pickup that will sell through its GMC
division. The pair couldn't look more different.
How will Tesla's Cybertruck compare with the Hummer EV, and when will they be out?
Saying the increase in gun violence is unequivocally the biggest public safety concern in the city, Police Commissioner Cheryl Clapprood announced plans
to convert the often-criticized narcotics ...
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